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Nearly every college is lovely
Plenty cattle and new plows
in its courts this summer - and
Camwell ought as well to in charge.
Martin calls some continental
recently.

England is very different
from 1908 - lovely - and traveling
is much cheaper than in the continent
and for what one receives - higher than
America - nothing seems to have
at all security - the uncertainty
of genius - seems as weird as in
France - and much more so than
Italy.

The result of my observation in the
hence of this summer. is that the
further sense of desire for beauty - the
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Further interest in creating
beautful groups - a beautiful city
is far more real in all districts
of the United States than it is in Europe.
and further that the present day
acknowledgment of genius of America is
conveniently ahead of the whole century
in Europe - and further than there.

There is a search for new ideas -
a method discarding all known
standards of beauty - and a
sensuous, spontaneous, creation of crude
ugly - and unintelligible forms.

One might say that all Europe
is designing as did the "Arts & Crafts"
of some twenty years ago.
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My dear Dr. Brett,

I have been here for more than a week, having been in a quiet, restful, and agreeable since the summer's influence. Oxford is quite as old as Houston in December. And if English hotels had a little moreUniversum, the Universum for eating - it would be extremely fine.

I have seen hardly a number of times, and he has driven his weather ump to adjoining town in any town. We are having dinner together tonight, as you know. He is coming very shortly to London, having accepted the professorship at King's College. He is writing with over the change and likes the chance to live in London - as well as the work.

I feel great at home about here - in fact it seems only a few months since I was writing in the courtyard, and halls of those colleges. Yet the glamour of those first impressions does not hold - few tables, a chapel - are really fine.

I feel great at home about here - in fact it seems only a few months since I was writing in the courtyard, and halls of those colleges. Yet the glamour of those first impressions does not hold - few tables, a chapel - are really fine.

Very few have connectively light heart - many are obviously without architecture yet and return only one historic meaning.

Even at Magdalen - a new stable addition giving the town in almost half completed and in a cheap band eovere.

The college is having the Pamela Universal, and the spectrum still makes the purple white - with skill -
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Plain ceiling - stove placed on - but in various methods - excellent workmanship made very stylish - forms -
(In Spain there was some real antique and highly superior design - in fine workmanship in the best work)

I shall be glad to get home - and shall reach Houston about 5th.

We shall soon meet again - in the Hotel - on next Saturday (19th) will go to Waller and via Winchester -
Write me as usual.

With very best wishes,

[Signature]